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Presentation ObjectivesPresentation Objectives



 
Overview of BARHIIOverview of BARHII



 
Rationale for regional approach to Rationale for regional approach to 
addressing health inequitiesaddressing health inequities



 
BARHII frameworkBARHII framework



 
Role of health department leadership/ Role of health department leadership/ 
staff in staff in BARHIIBARHII’’ss effortsefforts





BARHII Mission StatementBARHII Mission Statement

““To transform public health practice for To transform public health practice for 
the purpose of eliminating health the purpose of eliminating health 
inequities using a broad spectrum of inequities using a broad spectrum of 
approaches that create healthy approaches that create healthy 
communities.communities.””



Health Disparities Health Disparities vsvs 
Health InequitiesHealth Inequities

Health disparities are differences in Health disparities are differences in 
health status and mortality rates across health status and mortality rates across 
population groupspopulation groups



Health InequitiesHealth Inequities

““Health inequities are differences in Health inequities are differences in 
health status and mortality rates health status and mortality rates 
across population groups that are across population groups that are 
systemic, avoidable, unfair, and systemic, avoidable, unfair, and 
unjust.unjust.””

Margaret WhiteheadMargaret Whitehead
World Health OrganizationWorld Health Organization



Rationale for Regional Rationale for Regional 
ApproachApproach


 
Media marketMedia market



 
Air/Water quality issuesAir/Water quality issues



 
TransportationTransportation



 
HousingHousing



 
Mobility of communities servedMobility of communities served



 
Opportunity to learn and influence Opportunity to learn and influence 
peerspeers
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Injury
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Behaviors Mortality

Current Public Health PracticeCurrent Public Health Practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we began our work we developed a framework to guide our thinking and our future work.  Current public health practice focuses primarily on these three areas.  We compile a lot of data around what is making people sick, what people are dying of, and how that breaks out between different groups of people.  Most of our programmatic efforts focus on helping sick people manage their diseases and preventitive measures aimed at keeping people from getting sick.  The vast majority of these prevention efforts are aimed at the individual level, focusing on getting individuals to change their behavior.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In BARHII we started asking ourselves “What is it that underlies whether people engage in healthy or risky behavior?”
Patterns of service utilization and concentration gave us clues that neighborhood conditions had something to do with this. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who makes decisions about what happens in neighborhood? Institutional power
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Presentation Notes
Social inequalities



Social Determinants of Social Determinants of 
HealthHealth

““The conditions in which The conditions in which 
people are born, grow, live, people are born, grow, live, 
work and agework and age””

World Health Organization, Commission on Social World Health Organization, Commission on Social 
Determinants of Health, Closing the Gap in a Generation: Determinants of Health, Closing the Gap in a Generation: 
Health Equity through Action on the Social Determinants of Health Equity through Action on the Social Determinants of 
Health, 2008Health, 2008



Social Determinants of Social Determinants of 
HealthHealth

““The conditions in which The conditions in which 
people are born, grow, live, people are born, grow, live, 
work and agework and age””
Conditions that an individual Conditions that an individual 
has limited or no control overhas limited or no control over



What are these What are these ““ConditionsConditions””??



 

When you are born:When you are born: 


 
Maternal health, prenatal careMaternal health, prenatal care 


 

Parental eParental educational attainment ducational attainment 



 

As a child growing upAs a child growing up 


 
Neighborhood conditionsNeighborhood conditions 


 

Quality of educational institutionsQuality of educational institutions



 

As an adultAs an adult 


 
Employment opportunitiesEmployment opportunities 


 

Income statusIncome status



What are these What are these ““ConditionsConditions””??



 
Your whole lifeYour whole life 


 
Housing, transportation conditionsHousing, transportation conditions 


 

Life experiences related to your Life experiences related to your 
race, age, gender, sexual orientation, race, age, gender, sexual orientation, 
class, marital status, immigration class, marital status, immigration 
statusstatus



 
Tax policies, housing segregation, Tax policies, housing segregation, 
student quotasstudent quotas



 
Etc., etc., etc.Etc., etc., etc.



How are SDOH Related to How are SDOH Related to 
Health?Health?



Oakland Neighborhood AOakland Neighborhood A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a neighborhood in Oakland, CA. 
Old abandoned homes exist in neighborhoods. Liquor stores are placed behind metal fences to discourage break-ins. Streets with no sidewalks and full of trash. 
Does this neighborhood engender community pride? Does it provide an environment where people feel safe to be out being physically active?








Oakland Neighborhood BOakland Neighborhood B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How about this Neighborhood also in Oakland? 

Would people want to live here? Does it look more like it’s OK for people to be out and about in their community? 

Why did these neighborhoods just a few miles apart end up so differently?



San Mateo Neighborhood ASan Mateo Neighborhood A



San Mateo Neighborhood ASan Mateo Neighborhood A



San Mateo Neighborhood ASan Mateo Neighborhood A



San Mateo Neighborhood BSan Mateo Neighborhood B



San Mateo Neighborhood BSan Mateo Neighborhood B



San Mateo Neighborhood BSan Mateo Neighborhood B



““It is necessary that properties shall continue It is necessary that properties shall continue 

 to be occupied by the same social and racial to be occupied by the same social and racial 

 groupsgroups””‐‐
 

Federal Housing Administration Federal Housing Administration 

 
Underwriting Manual 1938 in recommending racially Underwriting Manual 1938 in recommending racially 

 
restrictive covenants.restrictive covenants.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We dug deeper into the racist history of our region… 

This is  part of  the Federal Housing Administration Underwriting Manual 1938 which guided how banks gave out home loans.  It led to what is known as red-lining, the practice of banks to put red lines around maps where people of color lived and where they would not give loans.  

 in recommending racially restrictive covenants.




Results of Zoning PolicyResults of Zoning Policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The passing down of property to off-spring is the primary source by which the average Americans accumulate wealth. We see how this racist policy and practices have solidified and exacerbated the  profound inequities that already existed between Whites and people of color.



Life ExpectancyLife Expectancy—— 
Oakland Flats and Hills (2000Oakland Flats and Hills (2000-- 
2003)2003)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adding to that the eventual pattern of disinvestment into public schools and services in previously red-lined now just “challenged” neighborhoods, we can see how this has played out in terms of life expectancy, 

Here is data about those two different neighborhoods that I showed you pictures of a few minutes ago.  Overall, there is about a 6.5 difference in life expectancy just based on where you live.  And if we break it out further by race, there is over an 11 year life expectancy between whites in the hills and blacks in the flats.





Equal Postsecondary Attendance Rates Equal Postsecondary Attendance Rates 
for Lowfor Low--Income, High Achievers and Income, High Achievers and 
HighHigh--Income Low AchieversIncome Low Achievers

Achievement 
Level (in quartiles) 

Low-
Income 

High-
Income 

First (Low) 36% 77% 
Second 50% 85% 
Third 63% 90% 
Fourth (High) 78% 97% 

 

 

Source: NELS: 88, Second (1992) and Third Follow up (1994); in, USDOE, NCES, NCES 
Condition of Education 1997 p. 64



What Societal Structures Affect What Societal Structures Affect 
Neighborhood Conditions? Neighborhood Conditions? 


 

Tax policiesTax policies


 

Housing policiesHousing policies


 

Zoning PoliciesZoning Policies


 

Education Policies Education Policies 


 

Immigration PoliciesImmigration Policies


 

Policies on MarriagePolicies on Marriage


 

Etc.Etc.



Why Include Upstream Work Why Include Upstream Work 
for Public Health Departments?for Public Health Departments?



 

Health departments exist to serve the most Health departments exist to serve the most 
underserved members of the communityunderserved members of the community



 

The choices our clients make are shaped by the The choices our clients make are shaped by the 
choices they havechoices they have



 

Social, cultural, physical, and economic issues and Social, cultural, physical, and economic issues and 
norms must be changed so personal responsibility norms must be changed so personal responsibility 
can be more easily exercisedcan be more easily exercised



 

Public health professionals are effective in advocacy Public health professionals are effective in advocacy 
in the public and policy arenasin the public and policy arenas



 

California leadership in the Health in All Policies California leadership in the Health in All Policies 
movement nationwidemovement nationwide



BAY AREA REGIONAL HEALTH 
INEQUITIES INITIATIVE

BUILT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to our four standing committees, two committees are currently being formed to address these challenging issues of power and societal inequities. We’re currently starting new areas of work for BARHII.



BAY AREA REGIONAL HEALTH 
INEQUITIES INITIATIVE

BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT
Co-Chair: Cathleen 

Baker and Mona Mena

COMMUNITY
Chair: Cio 
Hernandez

BARHII StructureBARHII Structure

INTERNAL 
CAPACITY
Chair: Kimi 

Watkins-Tartt

DATA
Chair: 

Rochelle 
Ereman

STRUCTURAL 
RACISM

SOCIAL 
DETERMINANTS 

OF HEALTH

Co-Chairs: Edith Cabuslay and Michael Stacey
Members-at-Large: Wendel Brunner and Janet Berreman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to our four standing committees, two committees are currently being formed to address these challenging issues of power and societal inequities. We’re currently starting new areas of work for BARHII.



Thank You!Thank You!

For more information:For more information:
barhii.orgbarhii.org

ecabuslay@co.sanmateo.ca.usecabuslay@co.sanmateo.ca.us
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